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Abstract

In this paper we present an approach for detecting semantically related classes in an

object-oriented multidatabase system. This process is a vital one in the realization of

multidatabase systems, as the semantic contents of local databases must be exploited

before the integration process takes place. Each class in the multidatabase is enriched

with information extracted from the schema definitions and database designers before it

is processed to determine its semantic relevance to other classes in the multidatabase.

The proposed approach is scalable in the sense that it is possible to classify several

classes, based on their semantic content, at once. This is a vital contribution when

considering the explosion of information resources available for integration in the

presence of the Internet and the Web.
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1. Introduction

Recent progress in network and database technologies are creating distrib-

uted rather than centralized information systems. This shift is made reasonable
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by the explosion of the Internet and intranets and the ongoing advances in the

World Wide Web. A common problem facing many organizations today is the

uniform and scalable access to multiple disparate information sources and

repositories, including databases, knowledge bases, file systems, digital libraries
and information retrieval systems. Information sources change constantly and

users are faced with the challenge of navigating, collecting, evaluating and

processing data in this open and dynamic universe [13,16,17]. Decision makers

often need information from multiple information sources but are unable to get

and fuse such information in a timely fashion. This is due to the unpredictable

state of networks and connection at information sources and due to the het-

erogeneous and evolving nature of information sources.

A multidatabase system is a system that allows its users to access and/or
update data from multiple, pre-existing, autonomous, and probably hetero-

geneous databases [7,9]. Distribution, heterogeneity, and the effects of local

autonomy of local information sources are transparent and therefore users of

the multidatabase are given the illusion of logically integrated information.

Preferably, local database administrators retain full control over their local

information and operations; this protects an organization’s existing investment

in hardware, software and user training. Multidatabase systems permit data

sharing among users and application programs which lead to easier application
program development. Lastly, their construction does not disturb the opera-

tion of existing application programs (some of which might be mission critical

applications). The databases that participate in a multidatabase system are

called local (or component) databases. The architectures of multidatabase

systems are divided into two broad categories, namely tightly coupled and

loosely coupled multidatabase systems. In a tightly coupled multidatabase

system data is accessed using global schemas, these are created and maintained

by the multidatabase system administrators. In a loosely coupled multidata-
base system, by comparison, users are responsible for creating their federated

schemas, either by using import/export schemas [6] or by using a powerful

query language [10].

Regardless of the approach used to realize a multidatabase system, ex-

ploring the local databases, to determine their respective semantic content, is

vital and is considered the most difficult task in the realization of a multi-

database system [1,2]. The benefits of a multidatabase system cannot be ex-

ploited unless the correspondences between local schema elements are clearly
identified. As much of the semantic of the database schemas and application

programs are in the mined of database designers and users, this makes the

process of comparing several databases, to discover their semantic relevance, a

very complicated task that depends on the human integrator.

The World Wide Web is adding an additional dimension to multidatabase

systems realization: resources that can join a multidatabase system are in-

creasing in number and size [5,14]. This makes the traditional techniques of
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establishing inter-schema correspondences (that were based on pair wise

comparisons of local database schemas) simply impractical.

This paper is concerned with analyzing local schema classes to discover their

semantic relevance. We employ a clustering technique that will group local
schema classes into clusters based on their semantic relevance. Each local class

is described by a set of variables (called characterizing identifiers)––these are

analyzed to determine the cluster to which a class should belong. The approach

we describe here is scalable in that it examines classes that come from several

local databases at once.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2, compares our work

with related work. Section 3 provides background of the subject. Section 4, by

comparison, describes in details the semantic relevance detection process.
Section 5 presents an analysis of experimental results; and finally Section 6

draws conclusions and outlines future work.
2. Related work

There are numerous researches in the literature devoted to semantic het-

erogeneity detection and reconciliation, for examples see [3,11,13,15,19]. Li

and Clifton [15] present a procedure that uses a classifier to categorize at-

tributes according to their field specifications and data values. They train a

neural network to recognize similar attributes. The list of discriminators they

use includes data type, length, format specifications, existence of constraints

(primary keys, foreign keys, candidate keys, and so on), disallowing null
values and access restrictions. The focus of the work is to identify similar

attributes by grouping them into different groups, where ultimately similar

attributes will end in the same group. Their work utilizes only the informa-

tion that is typically exists in schema definitions and database dictionaries

and these are not enough to capture real world semantics of schema objects

as it is widely understood in the database community. Also, their work deals

with a very limited set of semantic conflicts. Finally, their work do not

address mapping values between similar attributes that have incompatible
domains.

The work of Kashyap and Sheth [13] proposes a model for capturing se-

mantic similarities between objects (called semantic proximity) with which they

represent semantic similarity between objects. Semantic similarity between

objects is represented as SemPro(o1, o2) ¼hContext, Abstraction, ðD1;D2Þ,
ðS1; S2Þi. Context represents the context in which objects are being compared,

Abstraction is the mapping used to relate the domains of o1 and o2, the third

component enumerates the domain definitions of o1 and o2, and finally the
fourth component enumerates the state of objects o1 and o2. The authors also
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provide taxonomy of schematic conflicts and introduce the concept of schema

correspondences to capture structural similarities between objects. It is not

clear in their work how the semantic similarity between two objects is inferred

(manually, semi-automatic or automatic), and how the contexts are defined
and built. Also the SemPro() function deals with two objects at a time. This is

impractical when dealing with a very large number of objects.

The work of Srinivasan et al. [19] utilizes a clustering technique to classify

related classes (entities). They associate with each entity type six characterizing

variables: the number of tuples associated with the entity at a given point of

time, the number of attributes, the number of keys and links to other entities,

usage frequency at the time of recording number of tuples, number of users and

number of user types. Again this work uses only information that typically
exists in the database dictionary and usually do not reflect real world semantic

of entities. On the contrary to the work reported in this paper, their work does

not deal with attributes of entities and also does not deal with complex objects

and concept hierarchies (superclasses and subclasses).

Chen [3] describes an algorithm that integrates schemas semi-automati-

cally. This algorithm assumes that inter-schema correspondences are provided

in the form of assertions by the integrator. The part of this work that con-

cerns us is the introduction of what they called derivation assertion (this is a
semantic relationship that may exist between database object types). With

this type of assertion it is possible to express a semantic relationship between

the classes parent and brother for example from a database with the class

uncle from another database. This work does not take inheritance into

consideration.
3. Semantic heterogeneity in multidatabase systems

Database designer’s deal with three different worlds: the real world, the

conceptual world and the represented world [18]. The real world consists of real

world objects out of which an elected set of universe of discourse (UoD) is

considered in a given database design exercise. The conceptual world comprises
conceptualizations––these are simplified views of the UoD. The represented

world, by comparison, comprises representations of conceptualizations in the

notations of some representational model. In database design these concep-

tualizations are typically represented as database schemas written in some data

definition language like SQL or ODL. Therefore a database schema can be

considered as a representation of a conceptualization that a group of people

shares about a UoD [12].

High-level system independent aspects of the real world are gradually re-
fined into low-level system dependent specifications during the phases of the
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database design [8]. There is no absolutely correct way to model a concept in

the representational world and there is no precise rule for deciding whether

something should be modeled as an object or as an attribute of object in a

particular model. Information belongs to the conceptual world and data be-
long to the represented world. Thus when recording information about real

world entities in a database, information is reduced to data. During this pro-

cess some knowledge pertaining to real world objects may become implicit

assumptions.

Various types of semantic relationships are possible between different

schema objects. These can be defined in many ways, such as in terms of the

real world objects they represent or with respect to their intended meaning

and use [4]. Schema objects in different databases are either semantically
related or semantically incompatible [12]. Semantically related schema ob-

jects represent the same real world concept. Semantically incompatible

objects, on the other hand, are objects that cannot be semantically related

and therefore cannot be merged into a global object when building a multi-

database.

Semantic relationships between different classes are divided into four catego-

ries:

1. Equivalence: two different classes (in the represented world) are considered

equivalent if they represent the same real world concept. Let RWS() be a

function that represents the real world semantic of an object, then objects

A and B are considered equivalent if RWS(A)�RWS(B).

2. Inclusion: a class A is included by another class B if RWS(A) � RWS(B).

3. Overlap: two classes A and B are said to overlap if RWS(A) \ RWS(B) „ ;.
4. Disjoint: two classes A and B are said to be disjoint if RWS(A) \

RWS(B)¼;.

Semantically related classes can somehow be merged, while semantically

incompatible classes cannot be merged. Due to the difference between data

models in the represented world and the freedom of the database designers,

semantically related classes may have several schematic differences; such as

differences in the names assigned to semantically equivalent classes (syn-

onyms); differences in the number or data types of attributes of equivalent

classes or differences in the super- and subclasses of equivalent classes and so
on. For a compressive list refer to [4,13].

In Section 4, we will describe our approach for detecting semantically re-

lated classes. These classes typically belong to different databases that were

designed independently. We rely on a set of characterizing identifiers attached

to every class to upgrade its semantic content and therefore it will be possible

to automatically detect related classes. The degree of semantic relatedness

between classes is given as a real value in the range from 0 to 1.
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4. Detecting relevant classes

4.1. Basic definitions

A multidatabase provides a uniform interface for several local databases––

these databases are called local or component databases. Each component

database should provide its schema (or part of it) to the multidatabase. Let

S1; S2; . . . ; Sn be the schemas of the component databases, where n is the

number of databases willing to participate in the multidatabase. Every schema

consists of a set of classes that form a directed acyclic graph (DAG). This

graph has two types of links––ISA links that capture inheritance relationships

between classes, for example a class STUDENT can be designed as a child of
class PERSON and therefore we can say that a student ISA person. The second

type of link is called data type link that captures composition or aggregation

relationships between classes. For example, if we have a class called ENGINE

and a class called CAR then an engine object is part of a car object.

A global schema is the schema that results from merging the component

schemas; this merging is a very complicated process and in fact is the bottleneck

in multidatabase systems realization––as schema and data incompatibilities

have to be resolved; and local classes have to be merged into global ones based
on their semantic relevance [17]. Traditionally, the global schema is generated

by comparing the component schemas to exploit their semantic content; re-

solving incompatibilities; merging the component classes into global ones and

defining the mappings between local schemas and the global schema. This

scenario becomes impractical when the number of component databases is

large; therefore we propose an alternative approach for defining the global

schema, where the multidatabase administrator defines the global schema first

(i.e. he/she provides a list of the classes that should be present in the global
schema); and then the determination of relevant local classes and the definition

of mappings is done next. This approach has the advantage of performing n-ary

integration instead of binary integration [1].

4.2. Characterizing identifiers

Database schemas are typically expressed using a data definition language

such as SQL or ODL and these languages are not sufficient to capture real
world semantics of schema objects. To design effective tools that compare

schemas to discover their semantic relevance, the local schemas should be

enriched with additional information that elucidates their semantic content

[18]. We use the following characterizing identifies:

• Name of classes.

• List of terms associated with each class. These could be drawn from a the-
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sauri or ontology, or they can be a simple list constructed by scanning the

documents generated during the database design process and by consulting

database designers. The purpose of this list is to provide additional informa-

tion about local schema classes. This type of information is usually present
in the real world concepts that correspond to database concepts, but these

are lost in the database design due to the differences in the expressive power

of the data models used to represent databases.

• List of attributes with their data types. Note that a class is usually expressed

as a name, list of attributes and their corresponding data types.

• List of direct superclasses.

• List of direct subclasses.

The above five characterizing variables provide rich information about the

semantic content of local schema objects. A local schema object is represented

as a five-element tuple: hN ; T ;A; S1; S2i, where N is the name of the class pre-

fixed with its schema name for unique identification, T is the list of terms, A is

the list of attributes with their data types, S1 is the set of superclasses and S2 is
the set of subclasses. For example, consider the following simple class that

is defined using SQL:
Create table employee ð
Emp No numberð5Þ primary key;
SSN numberð9Þ;
First Name varcharð20Þ;
Last Name varcharð20Þ;
Address varcharð50Þ;
Salary numberð6; 2Þ;
Dept No numberð5Þ foreign key references department ðDnoÞÞ:
The above class is represented, in our model, as:

hemployee, [worker, full-time, monthly-pay, emp], [(Emp_No, number(5)),

(SSN, number(9)), (First_Name, varchar(20)), (Last_Name, varchar(20)),

(Address, varchar(50)), (Salary, number(6,2)), (Dept_No, number(5))], [], []i

Note that for the full exploitation of the benefits of the list of terms, it

should be drawn from a common ontology or agreed-on thesauri.
4.3. The algorithm

Let C1;C2; . . . ;Cn be local classes of the component database schemas and

G1;G2; . . . ;Gm be classes of the global schema, where n is the number of the
local classes and m is the number of global classes. For each global class, such

as Gj, we want to find the set of local classes Rj that are semantically related to
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Gj; as a preliminary step for defining the mappings between Gj and every

member of Rj to support querying at the global schema level. The set Rj could

be empty, which means that there are no related classes to Gj, or it could

contain n classes, which means that all local classes are related to Gj. Two
classes Ci and Gj are considered somehow semantically related if their RWS are

similar. RWS similarity between classes is determined by their respective

characterizing identifiers. Let S be a function that takes two classes Ci and Gj

and returns a real value in the range from 0 to 1, which denotes the similarity

between Ci and Gj. SðCi;GjÞ is calculated as follows:
SðCi;GjÞ ¼ n � NðCi;GjÞ þ w � T ðCi;GjÞ þ c � AðCi;GjÞ
þ k � SuperðCi;GjÞ þ l � SubðCi;GjÞ
Note that the value returned by S is derived from the characterizing identifiers

of classes Ci and Gj. Each characterizing identifier contributes to the final result

returned by S; and therefore we mapped each identifier to a function that re-

turns a real value in the range from 0 to 1 as similarity indicator. As the

identifiers have different weights when contributing to the overall similarity
value, each function’s result is scaled by multiplying it with a real value in the

range from 0 to 1 to reflect its importance.

NðCi;GjÞ is a function that compares the names of the classes Ci and Gj.

This is a syntactic comparison function that utilizes string comparison tech-

niques to produce a value, which represents how similar the names of the class

Ci and class Gj are. We use the following definition of NðCi;GjÞ:
NðCi;GjÞ ¼
1 if NameðCiÞ ¼ NameðGjÞ
0:5 if NameðCiÞ is a substring of Name ðGjÞor vise versa

0 otherwise

8<
:

n is a weight assigned to NðCi;GjÞ. This is usually small value, as names of

classes do not reflect much of their semantics. The above definition of NðCi;GjÞ
is based on the assumption that database designers use good naming tech-

niques when naming classes, for example, a class that describes student objects

is called STUDENT or STUD.

T ðCi;GjÞ is a function which compares the corresponding sets of terms as-

sociated with the classes Ci and Gj. T ðCi;GjÞ is computed as follows:
T ðCi;GjÞ ¼

1 if TermðCiÞ ¼ TermðGjÞ
0 if TermðCiÞ \ TermðGjÞ ¼ /
kTermðCiÞ \ TermðGjÞk

kTermðCiÞk þ kTermðGjÞk
otherwise

8>><
>>:
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w is a weight assigned to the result of the term function; note that the list of

terms associated with local classes reflect more of their RWS semantics when

compared with the names of the classes and therefore w > n. Common sense

was used when we defined T ðCi;GjÞ. Two classes that their corresponding list
of terms have no common items are highly likely semantically incompatible. By

comparison, classes that have identical list of terms are highly likely semanti-

cally related.

The attribute similarity function AðCi;GjÞ for classes Ci and Gj takes the

attribute list of Ci and compares it with the attribute list of Gj. Two attributes

a 2 Ci and b 2 Gj are said to correspond to each other if and only if:

• Name(a)¼Name(b), Name(a) is sub-string of Name(b) or vise versa, or
Name(a) and Name(b) are synonymous; and

• Domain of a � domain of b. Two domains are said to be equivalent if a

mapping from the first domain to the second one exists.

In the case of dealing with a class that has a nonempty set of superclasses,

we consider locally defined and inherited attributes when calculating the at-

tribute similarity function. Note that the ‘‘correspond to’’ semantic relation-

ship between attributes is general enough to capture several conflicts that may
exist at the attribute level, such as naming, data representation, data scaling,

data precision, and default value conflicts [13]. The attribute similarity function

is given by:
AðCi;GjÞ ¼
P

corresponding attributes between classes Ci and GjP
attributes in class Ci þ

P
attributes in class Gj
c is a weight attached to AðCi;GjÞ. Note that the term and attribute similarity

functions are of similar importance when calculating the semantic relevance of

classes, therefore c is close to w. The logic behind defining AðCi;GjÞ in the

above manner is comparable to that of defining T ðCi;GjÞ.
The superclass correspondence function (superðCi;GjÞ) compares the list of

superclasses associated with classes Ci and Gj. This function utilizes previously

calculated semantic relevancy values to determine if a superclass of class Ci

corresponds to a superclass of class Gj provided that these two superclasses

have been compared before. If such information is not available, the su-

perðCi;GjÞ function uses the names of the corresponding superclasses. The

super function is defined as:
superðCi;GjÞ ¼
P

corresponding superclassesP
superclasses of Ci þ

P
superclasses of Gj
k is a weight function attached to superðCi;GjÞ. The logic behind defining
superðCi;GjÞ is similar to that of defining T ðCi;GjÞ and AðCi;GjÞ.



Input: a set of local and global classes after they have been enriched with semantic content 

and represented as 5-element tuples;  

Output: a set of vectors V that contains the set of local classes that are semantically related to 

each global class. If we have m global classes then there will be m vectors output. 

Steps: 

// calculate semantic relatedness of local and global classes 

for every local class Ci ∈ set of local classes  

   for every global class Gj ∈ set of  global classes 

 calculate S(Ci, Gj); 

// build the clusters 

for j = 1 to m (m is the number of global classes) 

   for i = 1 to n (n is the number of local classes) 

 if S(Ci, Gj) > threshold then 

 Vj[i]= Ci;  (Vj is the vector that contains related classes to Gj) 

Fig. 1. Semantic relevance detection algorithm.
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The subclasses correspondence function (subðCi;GjÞ) is defined in the same
manner as superðCi;GjÞ with the difference that the lists of subclasses of Ci and

Gj are involved in the comparison process. l is a weight attached to the

subðCi;GjÞ function.
Fig. 1 shows the algorithm that is used to cluster classes based on their

semantic relevance:
5. Experimentation and result analysis

To test the validity of our proposed algorithm, we have implemented a

software prototype that accepts classes and cluster them based on their se-

mantic relevance. Schema definitions of local databases are parsed to extract

for every class its name, list of attributes, list of superclasses and list of sub-
classes. Database administrators of local sites should provide the list of terms

associated with every class; these can be generated by referring to a multi-

database common ontology, or a list of thesauri. We have tested the prototype

with several schemas that vary in size and in schematic conflicts; it shows a

promising results. In the next paragraphs we show a sample result produced by

the prototype.

Tables 1 and 2 show two local schemas: S1, and S2, both describe a database

that maintains information relating to patients, nurses and surgeons. S1 and S2
have several schematic conflicts such as missing classes (the class Ward is

missing from schema S1), different number of attributes of classes that repre-



Table 1

Classes of schema S1

Class Terms Attributes Super-

classes

Subclasses

Surgeon Doctor SName: varchar[40] – Consultant

Medical-doctor Address: varchar[50]

General-practitioner Phone-no: varchar[12]

Employee Sex: varchar[6]

Salary: number(8,2)

Consultant Advisor SName: varchar[40] Surgeon –

Guide Address: varchar[50]

Doctor Phone-no: varchar[12]

Surgeon Sex: varchar[6]

Employee Salary: number(8,2)

Specialty: varchar[40]

Patient Long-suffering Patient-no: char[6] – Private-patient

Ill Ward-no: char[4]

Not-well Pname: varchar[40]

Hospital Address: varchar[50]

Phone-no: char[12]

Date-of-birth: date

Sex: varchar[6]

Blood-type: char[2]

Private-patient Long-suffering Patient-no: char[6] Patient –

Ill Ward-no: char[4]

Not-well Pname: varchar[40]

Hospital Address: varchar[50]

Phone-no: char[12]

Date-of-birth: date

Sex: varchar[6]

Blood-type: char[2]

Sname: varchar[40]

Room-no: number(4)

Nurse Care-for Staff-no: char[6] – –

Look-after Nname: varchar[40]

Hospital Phone-no: char[13]

Employee Sex: varchar[6]

Grade: char[1]

Ward-no: char[4]

Salary: number(8,2)

Theatre Patient Theatre-no: char[3] – –

Operation Theatre-type: varchar[30]

Nurse Location: varchar[30]

Doctor

Operation Patient Op-no: char[6] – –

Doctor Sname: varchar[40]

(continued on next page)
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Table 1 (continued)

Class Terms Attributes Super-

classes

Subclasses

Nurse Theatre-no: char[3]

Procedure Patient-no: char[6]

Treatment Op-type: varchar[30]

Date: Date

Time: date

Supervision Supervise Surgeon-sname:

varchar[40]

– –

Advise Consultant-sname:

varchar[40]
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sent the same real world concept (class Surgeon of S1 has five attributes

and class Surgeon of S2 has six attributes), different naming conventions and so

on.

Table 3 shows the global schema that we want to find the local classes (from

the local databases) that are related to its classes.

For the purpose of this experiment, we set n ¼ 0:1, w ¼ 0:5, c ¼ 0:5, k ¼ 0:1,
l ¼ 0:1 and threshold ¼ ðnþ wþ cÞ=3 ¼ 0:4. Table 4 shows the output. We

only show classes that have similarity values greater than or equal to the
threshold. Note that every class is prefixed with its schema name for unique

identification. The values between brackets represent the similarity between a

local class and the global class.

Note that classes S1-Consultant, S2-Surgeon, S2-Consultant are clustered into

the cluster ofG1-Consultant, while S1-Surgeon was not put into this cluster. This

is due to the fact that S1-Surgeon has four terms (three of them match with G1-

Consultant’s terms) and five attributes that match with the attributes of G1-

Consultant (there are seven of them). By comparison, class S2-Surgeon has three
terms (all of themmatch with G1-Consultant) and six attributes (again all match

with G1-Consultant). The rest of the table is self-explanatory.

After automatically computing the similarity values and determining the

clusters, these are presented for the user for approval or disapproval. Classes

that belong to the same set or cluster may have several types of semantic re-

lationships such as equivalence, synonyms and containment. Classes that be-

long to the same cluster, have the same RWS and have identical names are said

to be equivalent; but if classes have different names, they are considered syn-
onymous. By comparison, two classes are said to have a containment rela-

tionship if RWS of the first class is contained in the second class or vice versa.

Table 5 shows the calculated similarity values for the classes of G1 when

compared with every local class.



Table 2

Classes of schema S2

Class Terms Attributes Super-

classes

Subclasses

Surgeon Doctor SName: varchar[40] – Consultant

Medical-doctor Address: varchar[50]

Employee Phone-no:

varchar[12]

Gender: varchar[6]

Salary: number(8,2)

Date-of-birth: date

Consultant Advisor SName: varchar[40] Surgeon –

Guide Address: varchar[50]

Doctor Phone-no:

varchar[12]

Surgeon Gender: varchar[6]

Employee Salary: number(8,2)

Medical-doctor Date-of-birth: Date

Specialty: varchar[40]

Patient Long-suffering Number: char[6] – Private-patient

Ill Ward-no: char[4]

Not-well Name: varchar[40]

Hospital Address: varchar[50]

Need-doctor Phone-no: char[12]

Date-of-birth: date

Sex: varchar[6]

Blood-type: char[2]

Private-patient Long-suffering Number: char[6] Patient –

Ill Ward-no: char[4]

Not-well Name: varchar[40]

Hospital Address: varchar[50]

Need-doctor Phone-no: char[12]

Date-of-birth: date

Sex: varchar[6]

Blood-type: char[2]

Sname: varchar[40]

Room-no: number(4)

Staff-no: char[6]

Nurse Care-for Staff-no: char[6] – –

Look-after Nname: varchar[40]

Hospital Address: varchar[50]

Employee Phone-no: char[13]

Work-with-doctor Sex: varchar[6]

Grade: char[1]

Ward-no: char[4]

Salary: number(8,2)

(continued on next page)
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Table 2 (continued)

Class Terms Attributes Super-

classes

Subclasses

Theatre Patient Theatre-no: char[3] – –

Operation Theatre-type:

varchar[30]

Nurse

Doctor

Operation Patient Op-no: char[6] – –

Doctor Sname: varchar[40]

Nurse Theatre-no: char[3]

Procedure Patient-no: char[6]

Treatment Op-type: varchar[30]

Date: Date

Time: date

Supervision Supervise Surgeon-sname:

varchar[40]

– –

Advise

Help

Consultant-sname:

varchar[40]

Ward District Ward-no: char[4] – –

Region, Area Wname: varchar[40]

Division Location: varchar[50]

In-hospital Num-of-rooms:

number(2)
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Note that, for example, classes G1-Surgeon and S1-Patient have a similarity

value of (0.143). This means that the two classes are somehow semantically

related, but their similarity is not enough for them to appear in the same

cluster.
6. Conclusions and future work

This paper has presented an approach that automatically clusters classes
based on their semantic relevance. Detecting Semitic relatedness between

classes is a very crucial task in the realization of multidatabase systems. As

much of the real world semantics of classes lies in the minds of the database

designers, the local classes are enriched with semantic content before they are

processed. Each class employs a set of characterizing identifiers to increase its

semantic content. These are: name of classes, list of terms associated with

classes, list of class attributes with their domains, list of superclasses and list of

subclasses. A novel aspect in our approach is that we do not compare local
classes to each other; instead we compare local classes directly to classes of the



Table 3

Classes of the global schema G1

Class Terms Attributes Superclasses Subclasses

Surgeon Doctor SName: varchar[40] – Consultant

Medical-doctor Address: varchar[50]

Employee Phone-no: varchar[12]

Gender: varchar[6]

Salary: number(8,2)

Date-of-birth: date

Consultant Advisor SName: varchar[40] Surgeon –

Doctor Address: varchar[50]

Surgeon Phone-no: varchar[12]

Employee Gender: varchar[6]

Medical-doctor Salary: number(8,2)

Date-of-Birth: Date

Specialty: varchar[40]

Patient Ill Number: char[6] – Private-patient

Not-well Ward-no: char[4]

Hospital Name: varchar[40]

Need-doctor Address: varchar[50]

Phone-no: char[12]

Date-of-birth: date

Sex: varchar[6]

Blood-type: char[2]

Private-patient Ill Number: char[6] Patient –

Not-well Ward-no: char[4]

Hospital Name: varchar[40]

Need-doctor Address: varchar[50]

Phone-no: char[12]

Date-of-birth: date

Sex: varchar[6]

Blood-type: char[2]

Sname: varchar[40]

Room-no: number(4)

Staff-no: char[6]

Nurse Care-for Staff-no: char[6] – –

Look-after Nname: varchar[40]

Hospital Address: varchar[50]

Employee Phone-no: char[13]

Work-with-doctor Sex: varchar[6]

Grade: char[1]

Ward-no: char[4]

Theatre Patient Theatre-no: char[3] – –

Operation Theatre-type: varchar[30]

Nurse, Doctor Location: varchar[30]

(continued on next page)
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Table 3 (continued)

Class Terms Attributes Superclasses Subclasses

Operation Patient Operation-no: char[6] – –

Doctor Sname: varchar[40]

Nurse Theatre-no: char[3]

Procedure Patient-no: char[6]

Treatment Op-type: varchar[30]

Date: Date

Time: date

Supervision Supervise Surgeon-sname:

varchar[40]

– –

Advise Consultant-sname:

varchar[40]

Help

Ward District Ward-no: char[4] – –

Region, Area Wname: varchar[40]

Division Location: varchar[50]

In-hospital Num-of-rooms:

number(2)

Table 4

Global classes and their related local classes as determined by the algorithm

G1-Surgeon S1-Surgeon (0.592), S2-Surgeon (0.650)

G1-Consultant S1-Consultant (0.481), S2-Surgeon (0.418), S2-Consultant (0.627)
G1-Patient S1-Patient (0.556), S1-Private-Patient (0.460), S2-Patient (0.622),

S2-Private-Patient (0.509)
G1-Private-Patient S1-Patient (0.448), S1-Private-Patient (0.576), S2-Patient (0.509),

S2-Private-Patient (0.668)
G1-Nurse S1-Nurse (0.556), S2-Nurse (0.583)

G1-Theatre S1-Theatre (0.600), S2-Theatre (0.550)

G1-Operation S1-Operation (0.564), S2-Operation (0.564)

G1-Supervision S1-Supervision (0.550), S2-Supervision (0.600)

G1-Ward S2-Ward (0.600)
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global schema. This means that we define the global schema first and then we

infer the list of local classes that are related to the global classes.

In the object-oriented model classes have a state (set of attributes) and

methods (set of member functions). Here we did not deal with class methods.

We plan to continue our work and include methods in the clustering process.

Finally, the benefit of the list of terms that is associated with classes will be

magnified if these terms where drawn from a common thesaurus or ontology.

So a possible extension of this work will be to build a domain-specific concept
space that will be used when assigning terms to classes.



Table 5

Similarity values as output by the system

G1-Surgeon G1-Consultant G1-Patient G1-Private-

Patient

G1-Nurse G1-Theatre G1-Operation G1- Supervision G1-Ward

S1-Surgeon 0.592 0.375 0.154 0.156 0.181 0.063 0.097 0.143 0.000

S1-Consultant 0.333 0.481 0.143 0.147 0.165 0.056 0.088 0.125 0.000

S1-Patient 0.143 0.133 0.556 0.448 0.189 0.000 0.033 0.000 0.042

S1-Private-Patient 0.156 0.147 0.460 0.576 0.173 0.000 0.059 0.083 0.036

S1-Nurse 0.214 0.189 0.219 0.220 0.556 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.042

S1-Theatre 0.071 0.056 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.600 0.217 0.000 0.071

S1-Operation 0.139 0.121 0.067 0.083 0.000 0.217 0.564 0.111 0.000

S1-Supervision 0.125 0.111 0.100 0.154 0.000 0.000 0.111 0.550 0.000

S2-Surgeon 0.650 0.418 0.179 0.176 0.178 0.071 0.101 0.125 0.000

S2-Consultant 0.397 0.627 0.167 0.194 0.117 0.050 0.081 0.111 0.000

S2-Patient 0.179 0.167 0.622 0.509 0.183 0.000 0.033 0.100 0.083

S2-Private-Patient 0.176 0.167 0.509 0.668 0.189 0.000 0.056 0.154 0.067

S2-Nurse 0.205 0.183 0.212 0.213 0.583 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.042

S2-Theatre 0.071 0.056 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.550 0.222 0.000 0.000

S2-Operation 0.139 0.121 0.067 0.083 0.000 0.217 0.564 0.111 0.000

S2-Supervision 0.125 0.111 0.100 0.154 0.000 0.000 0.111 0.600 0.000

S2-Ward 0.000 0.000 0.083 0.067 0.045 0.071 0.000 0.000 0.600
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